
Fluke Photography –  Travel Photographer’s Tips.  By Frank Knor 

Fluke can mean many things, however in this context and in accordance with the Webster dictionary 

it should be taken to mean “something produced by a stroke of luck, an unexpected benefit or advantage 

resulting from an uncertain course of events.”  When applied to photography then a great fluke photograph is 

one taken quickly in difficult situation which turns out to be a success.  For a travel photographer when it 

comes to fluke photography one can do a number of things to improve the odds of you having that stroke of 

luck on occasion.  Many of history’s great photographs are really flukes, not carefully planned photos. 

One might ask, why bother and when would you want to do fluke photography?  There are a number 

of answers, mainly having to do with travel.   Travel photographers, like most photographers try to create the 

best photo they can, be this for payment or pleasure.  When travelling this photography may include records 

of nature, environment, man-made objects, environment, and also shots of the people and their cultural 

activities and so on. As the name suggests travel may include riding on ships, trains, buses, cars, or even 

animals often for long periods of time.  Most often when touring you will not have control of stopping and 

starting, etc.  If you have been a tour passenger in the countryside or cities, you can relate to this problem. 

Additionally, when you tour travel you are on a schedule.  Thus, you have no control over such important 

things as being at the right place at the right time.  Your photography conditions and circumstances are what 

you find when you are there. It is most often impossible to return for reshoots.  Most tour travellers put their 

cameras away during these rides between locations.  This is likely because they believe they cannot get a nice 

photo when moving while and on a bus, etc.  These travellers consequently just ride along, looking at the 

wonderful images which flash by in front of them, only to quickly vanish forever.  Putting your camera away 

does not need to be the case if you want to practise successful travel fluke photography. If you are a fluke 

photographer you can often remove this boredom of long rises between locations by challenging yourself to 

have that stroke of luck and get a good fluke photograph. Following are some ideas and examples of how to 

improve your chances of getting a good fluke photograph. 

  
(A rather standard tour bus.) 

  

 

When on a tour bus you will find often windows are tinted.  This does not 

usually include the lower part of the driver’s window.  To get the best picture 

chances try to get one of the two front seats double directly behind the driver or 

on the opposite side.   If you have a travel partner then let them have the seat 

closest to a clean side window. You can always shoot over them, and your isle 

seat position is better to shoot through the front bus window. If you know your 

travel direction, then sit on the side that will put the sun shining into the 

opposite side of the bus. This is to say try have the sun behind you. 

. 

 As the example shows even with the sun behind you there can be serious 

reflections on the window you are shooting through.  These reflections 

cannot be removed by use of polarizing filters because of high contrast 

light difference. A skylight filter is nice however. Just be aware of the 

problem and try get a solid light-blocking background for your window.  

The reflection problem is not as severe with the sun high above you. Try 

and set camera ISO no higher than 200 with speed usually from 1/500 to 

1/2000+.  Turn image stabilization on to improve sharpness. If you like 

using auto camera settings, then use the high speed setting option. 

Todays’ modern cameras have a variety of such setting which can 

increase the chances of you getting some nice fluke photography shots. 

 

(Greek Island village street from bus – f5.6 1/1600 ISO 200) 

. 
 



 
 

 

Often when on tour in your transportation vehicle there is the opportunity to take pictures of people being 

themselves without their photo reaction.  They don’t see you. Following are some moving tour bus examples. 

 

                          
(Jamaica street vendor          (Greek village women on Sunday                        (Laotian Village residents 

     f5.6  1/500 ISO 400)   f5.6  1/640  ISO 200)              f3.5 1/640  ISO 200) 

 

Tour buses can also give you added height and a street viewpoint.  Since buildings most often are designed to face the 

street this can be an advantage.  Sidewalk people often can be very close and interesting.  Buildings can pass buy very 

quickly.  Your front of the bus position (if possible) can help you see ahead and plan. You only will have a second or 

two which to take your photograph when passing buy. You should have all exposure setting determined and in some 

cases pre-focus.  Street signs can also be useful to help you remember and identify locations or just to record interesting 

art work, etc.  Following are some street and road photographs taken from a moving bus. 

 

         
(Jamaica – f5.2 1/640 ISO 200)     (Istanbul – f5 1/640 ISO 200)    (Athens – f7.1 1/1250 ISO 200)  (Turkey – f9 1/1600 ISO 200) 

  

A variety of experimentation with shutter speeds is possible.  One can shoot into the sun, but this may prove difficult.  

Some arty photos can result, but if you want to be fairly confident you have capture the scene moving past then you 

should maintain good focus coupled with a fairly high shutter speed, and the sun behind you.  The following pictures 

were taken from a boat on the Mekong River running between Thailand and Laos. 

 

                         
 (Mekong Fast Boat – f4.5 1/640 ISO 200)    (Mekong River Home – F5.6 1/300 ISO 200)   (Mekong Slowboat – f10 1/320 ISO 200) 

 

 

 

When travelling in an aircraft you should keep your camera equipment with 

you in a carry on case to avoid loss, and have a camera handy. Window seats 

are needed for fluke photography.  They also offer larger space – hence more 

comfort.  Shots may be taken on the ground or in the air.  Try placing camera 

right against a clean spot on the window.  Deal with any vibrations and 

external/internal reflections as best you can. Use a small aperture to include 

some of the plane wing in focus, otherwise a wide aperture is good for clouds 

and areal land shots.  Use a 1/500+ shutter speed.  UV/skylight filtration is 

advised.  (Having wings de-iced in Vancouver.) 



One of the key elements of fluke photography is set your camera so it shoots a multiple image burst of 

photographs, and use auto focus settings.  Most of the advanced digital cameras available today offer this sequential 

picture option.  Sequential picture options vary from camera to camera, ranging from a low of three (3fps) to nine or 

more frames per second (9 fps +).  The higher the fps rate the higher the shutter speed will need to be.  In the photo 

examples presented the boat speeding past one direction and my boat traveling the opposite direction there was a time 

frame of less than two seconds when photographs could be taken.  The graffiti on the roadside gave a similar shooting 

time window.  In these situations, or when driving at about 50-80 Kilometers per hour, a one second burst camera setting 

resulting in three to nine pictures is all you have time for.  Fortunately, the high rapid shutter speeds of 1/500 plus also 

results in sharper images with less blur than would be the case with slower shutter speeds.  Even though you may be 

tempted to use smaller aperture settings to increase your depth of field do not do this by raising your ISO setting too 

high.  You should try to keep your ISO setting fairly low, no more than ISO 400 in order to maintain picture quality.  

 

 The other important setting is auto focus.  When you are moving quite rapidly, or your subject is moving 

quickly, you must rely on your camera to maintain focus throughout the multiple picture sequence.  Newer model digital 

cameras are becoming rather remarkable in their ability to maintain focus when rapidly shooting images.  Experiment 

with various settings which will work with your camera.  As you ride on your tour you can practise your reaction time, 

and when to press the shutter button to best capture the desired image.  Your fellow passengers may look at you a bit 

funny sometimes and ask questions, but that is all part of fluke photography.  

 

Being able to see your sequence of images immediately after you shoot, and delete the obviously bad shots 

easily is a big advantage with digital cameras.  Taking multiple burst images is rather like taking digital motion pictures.   

Even with erasing some obvious bad photos you will use a lot of picture memory and battery power.  Take along extra 

memory cards and a back-up battery.  You will likely need them. Practise and shooting can be fun.  It is not unusual to 

surprise yourself with some of the images your rapid burst fire captures as you quickly pass by.   

 

Despite all the advances in digital cameras I am not advocating travel photographers stop the formal 

photographic practises, including using a tripod.  I do believe however that additionally doing Fluke Photography when 

you travel is fun, and can give you some good results which enhance your travel portfolio.  Remember also, you do not 

have to tell how you got that special good fluke photography shot. You may want to give fluke photography a try. 


